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Abstract
Despite years of work on retargetable compilers, creating agood,
reliable back end for an optimizing compiler still entails alot of
hard work. Moreover, a critical component of the back end—the
instruction selector—must be written by a person who is expert in
both the compiler’s intermediate code and the target machine’s in-
struction set. Bygeneratingthe instruction selector from declar-
ative machine descriptions we have (a) made it unnecessary for
one person to be both a compiler expert and a machine expert, and
(b) made creating an optimizing back end easier than ever before.

Our achievement rests on two new results. First, finding a mapping
from intermediate code to machine code is an undecidable problem.
Second, using heuristic search, we can find mappings for machines
of practical interest in at most a few minutes of CPU time.

Our most significant new idea is that heuristic search shouldbe
controlled by algebraic laws. Laws are used not only to show when
a sequence of instructions implements part of an intermediate code,
but also to limit the search: we drop a sequence of instructions
not when it gets too long or when it computes too complicated a
result, but whentoo much reasoningwill be required to show that
the result computed might be useful.

Categories and Subject Descriptors D.3.4 [Processors]: Code
generation; D.3.4 [Processors]: Retargetable compilers

General Terms Algorithms, Experimentation, Theory

Keywords Instruction selection, retargetable compilers, declara-
tive machine descriptions

1. Introduction
Writing a back end for an optimizing compiler is difficult. A com-
piler writer must know not only the syntax and semantics of a
target instruction set but also the internal data structures and in-
variants of a compiler, which can be very complex. For years,
the state of the art has been to write instruction selectors using
domain-specific languages which combine knowledge of a com-
piler’s data structures with knowledge of a target machine (Aho,
Ganapathi, and Tjiang 1989; Emmelmann, Schröer, and Landwehr
1989; Fraser 1989; Fraser, Henry, and Proebsting 1992; Fraser,
Hanson, and Proebsting 1992). We present a new technique which
realizes a long-sought goal: decoupling compiler knowledge from
machine knowledge (Conway 1958; Strong et al. 1958). Using our
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technique, an instruction selector is generated automatically from
declarative machine descriptions. (A declarative machine descrip-
tion contains no code and no information about any compiler’s data
structures; instead, it simply and formally describes properties of a
target machine.)

Our contributions are as follows:

• We show that given a description of an arbitrary instructionset,
generating an instruction selector is undecidable (Section 8).
To find machine instructions that implement intermediate code,
it is therefore necessary to search heuristically.

• We present a new heuristic-search algorithm, which starts with
the expressions computed by the machine’s instruction set and
gradually adds to a pool of computable expressions until every
intermediate-code expression is computable.

A crucial invariant is that we consideronly computations that
we knowcan be implemented entirely by machine instructions.
This invariant makes our algorithm significantly simpler than
earlier search algorithms, which start with goal computations
whose implementations by machine instructions are not known.

• To increase the pool of computable expressions, we rewrite
existing computable expressions using algebraic laws. To match
the left-hand side of an algebraic law, we have developed a new
algorithm calledestablishment, which uses a novel combination
of unification and machine code to make two expressions equal
(Section 7, especially Figure 4).

• Finally, we present a new pruning mechanism which does not
restrict the size of a computable expression or the length ofthe
sequence of machine instructions used to compute an expres-
sion. Instead, we restrict theamount of reasoningthat is ex-
pected to be applied to reach a goal (Section 9).

Our heuristic search easily finds instruction sequences forpopular
hardware. We have generated working back ends forx86, PowerPC,
and ARM targets, which are representative of desktops, gamecon-
soles, and handhelds. By selecting instructionsbeforeoptimizing,
our back ends generate code that is as good as code generated by
hand-written back ends (Section 10.1). As a result of our work,
a good, reliable back end for an optimizing compiler can be built
more quickly and easily than ever before.

2. Instruction selection and register transfers
We use a design developed by Davidson and Fraser (1980; 1984):
a code expandertranslates intermediate code to low-levelregister-
transfer lists(RTLs). The code expander establishes themachine
invariant: each RTL is implementable by a single instruction on the
target machine. An optimizer improves the RTLs while preserving
the machine invariant. Finally, the compiler emits assembly code
by translating each RTL to a corresponding machine instruction.
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Literal constant k
RTL operator ⊕
Storage space s
Location set ls
Expression e, p ::= x#w | k | l | ⊕(e1, . . . , en)
Location l ::= x∈ls | $s[e]
Assignment A ::= l := e
Guarded assignmentg ::= p → A
RTL R ::= g {| g}

Control-flow graph G ::= ǫ | R;G

Figure 1. Grammar for register transfers.

To make this approach practical, the optimizer’s code-improving
transformations must be independent of the machine invariant.
Davidson and Fraser’s (1980) idea is to have the optimizer call
a machine-dependentrecognizer, which enforces the machine in-
variant. A code improvement is accepted only if the recognizer says
that each RTL in the improved code is implementable by a single
instruction on the target machine. We have generated recognizers
from declarative machine descriptions (Dias and Ramsey 2006).

Even though the optimizer works at a very low level, Davidson
and Fraser’s approach can easily implement all the scalar and loop
optimizations expected of an optimizing compiler (Benitezand
Davidson 1994). The approach is ideal for our work because an
automatically generated code expander need only generatecorrect
code;good code is not required. In fact, Davidson (2008) reports
that this approach works best when starting with naı̈ve code.

Before explaining how togeneratea code expander (Section 6),
we cover background: how RTLs represent instructions (Section 3),
what is extracted from a declarative description of the semantics of
instructions (Section 4), and how our code expander is divided into
machine-independent and machine-dependent parts (Section 5).

3. Representing instructions as RTLs
Register transfers are composed primarily fromexpressions, loca-
tions, assignments, andRTL operators(Figure 1). When analyzing
an instruction set at compile-compile time, we also allowoperand
metavariablesx#w andx∈ls to stand for expressions and locations,
respectively. Internally, each expression, location, andoperator has
a width, but these widths are typically inferred by a type checker,
and for simplicity, in this paper we usually leave widths implicit.

At compile time, an expressione is a literal constantk, a fetch
from a locationl, or the application of an RTL operator⊕ to sub-
expressions. An RTL operator represents a pure computationon bit
vectors; our library of about 90 operators includes standard integer,
logical, and IEEE floating-point operations. If these don’tsuffice to
describe the semantics of an instruction, a machine description can
introduce a new operator. Operator applications are written using
prefix notation, but for binary operators we use infix notation too.

At compile time, a locationl is one or more contiguouscells in a
storage spaces. Storage spaces include memory, general-purpose
registers, and special-purpose registers; collectively they form the
machine state. Each storage space gets a one-character name; we
conventionally user for general-purpose registers,f for floating-
point registers, andm for memory. Locations are referred to using an
array-index notation, but for convenience, we also name locations;
for example, on thex86, the nameESP refers to location$r[4]:
general-purpose register 4, the stack pointer.

An assignment computes the value of an expression and storesthe
result in a location. A guarded assignmentp → l := e evaluates a
predicatep called theguard, and ifp is true,e is evaluated and the

result is stored inl. For ordinary instructions, the guard is trivially
true and is omitted; guarded assignments with nontrivial guards
typically represent conditional-branches or predicated instructions.

A register-transfer list or RTLR is a parallel composition of
guarded assignments; it is like Dijkstra’s (1976) multipleassign-
ment except that each assignment has its own guard. A single RTL
can represent the input/output behavior of any machine instruction.

Our algorithm, like our compiler, works with control-flow graphsG.
For simplicity, in this paper we assume that a control-flow graph is
a sequence of RTLs; an empty sequence is writtenǫ.

4. Declarative machine descriptions andλ-RTL
A declarative machine description specifies properties of amachine
using formalism that is independent of any particular tool or pro-
gramming language. Properties of interest for code generation in-
clude the semantics and the binary or assembly-language represen-
tations of machine instructions. By design, a declarative machine
description can be written by a machine expert who knows nothing
about the internals of any compiler.

A declarative machine description can be used to generate parts of
many tools, not just a compiler back end. For example, the declar-
ative semantic-description languageλ-RTL (Ramsey and David-
son 1998) and its sister language SLED (Ramsey and Fernández
1997) have been used to help generate assemblers and disassem-
blers (Ramsey and Fernández 1995), linkers (Fernández 1995), dy-
namic code generators (Auslander et al. 1996), debuggers, and bi-
nary translators (Cifuentes, Van Emmerik, and Ramsey 1999).

A declarative machine description is not a program in a domain-
specific language: extracting a program requires analysis.The con-
tribution of this paper is a set of analyses that together solve the
most difficult and important problem in this field: extracting a trans-
lation of intermediate code into machine instructions.

λ-RTL and SLED model an instruction set using an algebraic
datatype that represents the abstract syntax of instructions. Each
instruction corresponds to aconstructor, which can be applied to
operands. For example, the PowerPC’s three-register add instruc-
tion has the abstract syntaxadd(rd, rs1, rs2); theadd construc-
tor is applied to three operands. An operand may be a bit vector or
the result of applying another constructor.

λ-RTL’s algebraic datatypes are equivalent to a grammar with
named productions. This equivalence makes it easy to explain how
λ-RTL specifies semantics: aλ-RTL description defines anat-
tribute grammarin which the meaning of an instruction is a synthe-
sized attribute in the form of an RTL with metavariables. Each pro-
duction in the grammar is associated with an equation that tells how
to synthesize a result attribute from the attributes of its operands.
For example, the PowerPCadd instruction is specified as follows:

default attribute
add(rd, rs1, rs2) is $r[rd] := $r[rs1] + $r[rs2]

Therd, rs1, andrs2 on the left-hand side are binding instances.
These metavariables have been declared as 5-bit operands; in the
language of attribute grammars, they are “terminal symbols.” When
an RTL is created at compile time, metavariables are instantiated
with values, so for example the abstract-syntax treeadd(1, 2, 3)
has the semantics$r[1] := $r[2] + $r[3].

RTL metavariables have the formsx#w andx∈ls . A metavariable
of the formx#w ranges over bit vectors of widthw. A metavariable
of the formx∈ls ranges over locations in setls . In our add exam-
ple, a metavariablex#5 could stand for the register numberrs1;
a metavariablex∈$r[0..31] could stand for the location$r[rs1],
which might be any register in spacer.
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From aλ-RTL description, we extract the following information:

• A grammar from which all instructions can be generated

• A list of storage spaces and locations

• Equations that show how to compute the observable effect of
any instruction, represented as an RTL with metavariables

5. Code expansion by tiling
A code expander translates a statement in an input language into
a control-flow graphG in which each graph node holds an RTL
that is implementable by a single instruction on the target machine.
Our input language is C--, whose ASCII syntax is a thin veneer
over RTLs (Ramsey and Peyton Jones 2000). C-- is easily targeted
by a front end: a front end may emit any assignment so long as
no value or intermediate result is wider than a machine word.The
front end, therefore, needs to know almost nothing about thetarget
machine: only the word size and possibly the byte order.

Because a front end can generate almost any RTL, a code expander
for C-- has to work harder than a compiler for a language like
C or Java: it must translate any well-formed RTL to equivalent
RTLs that satisfy the machine invariant. To make it easier towrite
code expanders, we factor each expander into two parts: a setof ex-
pansion tiles(or tileset) provides machine-dependent implementa-
tions for a fixed, machine-independentset of RTLs; and a machine-
independenttiler translates any well-formed RTL into an equiva-
lent control-flow graph whose nodes hold tiles from the tileset.

Our tiler is implemented by tree covering (Pelegrı́-Llopart and
Graham 1988; Aho, Ganapathi, and Tjiang 1989; Emmelmann,
Schröer, and Landwehr 1989; Fraser, Hanson, and Proebsting
1992). What distinguishes our tiler from previous work is that no
matter what the target machine,every back end provides the same
set of tiles and uses the same tiler(Dias 2008, Chapter 5). The tiler
uses maximal munch to translate a well-typed RTL to a sequence
of tiles. For example, given the memory-to-memory move

$m[ESP + 8] := $m[ESP + 12]

the tiler may generate a sequence of six tiles, each of which either
moves a value or applies a single RTL operator:

t1 := 12 // load-immediate tile
t2 := ESP + t1 // binop tile
t3 := $m[t2] // load tile
t4 := 8 // load-immediate tile
t5 := ESP + t4 // binop tile

$m[t5] := t3 // store tile

The example shows why this transformation is calledcode expan-
sion: a single RTL is expanded into many tiles. The expansion fac-
tor is large because the tiles are small: each tile implements at most
one RTL operator. Each tile in turn will be implemented by a se-
quence of machine instructions, but because a tile can usually be
implemented using one or two instructions, the remaining expan-
sion factor is smaller. Even so, the expanded code can be horribly
inefficient—but it is ideal for peephole optimization and other opti-
mizations that take place after instruction selection (Davidson and
Fraser 1984; Benitez and Davidson 1994).

Our machine-independent tileset is designed to cover all well-typed
RTLs (Dias 2008, Chapter 5). We have defined dozens of tiles: one
for each RTL operator, plus tiles for data movement and control
transfer. But what matters to our tiler is not the number of tiles but
the number of forms, which we callshapes. The shape of a tile is
obtained by abstracting over RTL operators and over the widths of
arguments and results, and the size of the tiler is proportional to the
number of shapes, not the number of tiles.

Because the tiler is machine-independent,we have reduced the
problem of generating an instruction selector to the problem of
finding an implementation of each tile using only target-machine
instructions. Before moving on to this problem, we discuss the
structure of the tileset:

• An operator tileapplies asingleRTL operator to constant or
register operands and places a result in one or more registers.
Operator tiles come in 7 shapes.

• A data-movement tilemoves a constant into a location or moves
a value between two locations. There are shapes for register-
register copies, loads from memory, and stores to memory.
Data-movement tiles also move data between locations of dif-
ferent widths, so there is a shape for sign-extending and zero-
extending loads and a shape for instructions that store the low
bits of a register in a memory location. In total, data-movement
tiles come in 13 shapes.

• A control-transfer tilechanges the flow of control. There are
shapes for conditional and unconditional branches, indirect
branches, direct and indirect calls, and returns. Control-transfer
tiles come in 9 shapes.

The shapes above are for register machines. Stack machines,such
as thex86 legacy floating-point unit, add another dozen shapes.

6. Our algorithm for finding tiles
Finding implementationsof tiles turns out to be undecidable (Sec-
tion 8). We have therefore developed a new heuristic search algo-
rithm, which works well for machines of practical interest.

Our algorithm resembles answer-set programming. We maintain a
poolof RTLs, each of which is known to be implementable by a se-
quence of instructions on the target machine. The pool is initialized
with RTLs from the declarative description of the target machine.
These RTLs may or may not include some tiles. To find more tiles,
we combine RTLs in the pool, creating new RTLs which are also
implementable by machine instructions. We continue addingRTLs
to the pool until we have found an implementation of each tileor
until our pruning heuristic tells us to stop. In the rest of this section,
we refine the description of our algorithm, with examples. Formal
development is deferred to Section 7.

6.1 Intuitions about the algorithm

We grow a pool of RTLs that we know how to implement on the
target machine. We therefore maintain the following invariant: each
RTL in the pool has an implementation that uses only instructions
which exist on the target machine. We begin by populating thepool
with RTLs from theλ-RTL description:

• Although we talk about RTLs, an element of the pool is actually
a control-flow graphG, together with a postcondition that says
what expressione is computed byG. BothG ande are parame-
terized by operand metavariablesx#w andx∈ls . Initially, every
graphG is a machine instruction, and the associated postcondi-
tion gives the contents of one location assigned to byG.

We enlarge the pool using the following ideas:

• Sequence RTLs to implement new RTLs: For example, if the
pool contains RTLsl1 := e1 and l2 := e2 such thate2 uses
locationl1, we can combine the RTLs in sequence so the result
stored intol2 will be e2[l1 7→e1], wheree1 is substituted forl1.

• Compensate for unwanted assignments: A tile assigns to just
one location. But a sequence of RTLs may assign to many
locations. To use such a sequence, we compensate for unwanted
assignments by making sure they cannot be observed.
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• Apply algebraic laws: An algebraic law asserts that two ex-
pressions are equivalent. If a sequence of RTLs computes
a complicated expression, we might be able to use an alge-
braic law to show that the same sequence computes a simpler
expression—like the right-hand side of an expansion tile.

If by using these ideas, we get a sequence of instructions that com-
putes an expressione which is not already computed by some other
RTL in the pool, then providede satisfies the pruning heuristic de-
scribed in Section 9, we add the sequence to the pool. Our pruning
heuristic predicts whether an assignment is likely to help imple-
ment a tile. Pruning not only ensures termination but also reduces
the time spent finding new combinations of RTLs.

We illustrate our algorithm with an example: finding an implemen-
tation of the bitwise-complement tiler1 := ¬r2 on the PowerPC.
The initial pool of RTLs does not include bitwise complement, but
it does include a load-zero instruction1 and a bitwise nor:

Gldzero , r3 := 0

Gbitnor , r1 := ¬(r2 ∨ r3)

Herer1, r2, andr3 are RTL metavariables standing for general-
purpose registers. We can combine these instructions in a sequence

Gcom+ , r3 := 0; r1 := ¬(r2 ∨ r3)

which computes both the bitwise nor and the assignment tor3:

Gcom+ ≡ r1 := ¬(r2 ∨ 0) | r3 := 0

Now we can apply the algebraic lawx∨ 0 = x, with r2 substituted
for x, to simplify the bitwise-nor expression:

Gcom+ ≡ r1 := ¬r2 | r3 := 0

The RTLr1 := ¬r2 | r3 := 0 computes bitwise complement, but
it also assigns zero tor3. To compensate for the assignment tor3,
we have to make it unobservable by the rest of the program. One
way is to replacer3 with a location that cannot be observed: a fresh
temporary or a scratch register.

A fresh temporary is guaranteed to be distinct from every other lo-
cation in the program; for most sets of machine registers, the com-
piler provides an infinite supply of fresh temporaries. Temporaries
are eventually mapped to hardware registers by a register alloca-
tor. If we substitute a fresh temporaryt for the metavariabler3, the
assignment tot cannot be observed:

Gcom , Gcom+[r3 7→ t] ≡ r1 := ¬r2 | t := 0

Not every hardware register has associated temporaries. For ex-
ample, a unique hardware resource like a condition-code or status
register would not have temporaries. In this case, the best option
is for the back end to designate the resource as ascratch regis-
ter. A scratch register is made unnameable in source code and un-
available to the register allocator. Scratch registers maybe mutated
freely in the implementation of any tile.

Finally, if we have an unwanted assignment to a location thathas
no temporaries and is not a scratch register, our only choiceis to
insert code to save and restore the value in the location. This option
is workable only in straight-line code; to save before and restore
after a branch instruction would require inserting code at the branch
target, which would violate the abstraction of the tileset.

In our example graphGcom , the only observable assignment is
r1 := ¬r2, which implements the bitwise-complement tile, and we
addGcom to the pool.

1 Actually the PowerPC instruction set does not include a load-zero instruc-
tion, but the load-zero simplifies this example. The graphGldzero is derived
by our algorithm; it is equivalent to the graph labelled D in Figure 6.

6.2 Algebraic Laws

An algebraic law defines an axiom used to show that two RTL
expressions are equivalent. The language of algebraic lawsuses the
same operators as the language of RTL expressions, but it refers
only to constants and to special algebraic-law metavariables xL,
never to locations:

Law metavariable xL

Law expression eLAW ::= xL | k | ⊕(eLAW
1 , . . . , eLAW

n )

Law Law ::= eLAW
1 = eLAW

2

When we apply an algebraic law, its metavariables may be replaced
by anyRTL expressionse, not only expressions of the formeLAW.
To improve readability, we usually omit the subscriptL of an
algebraic-law metavariable.

Algebraic laws are universally true, independent of any machine.
The most familiar kinds of laws are identities and inverses,such as
x + 0 = x and¬¬x = x. Another familiar kind of law shows how
to implement one RTL operator in terms of other RTL operators; for
example,¬x = −x−1. A more interesting kind of law shows how
a value can be equal to an expression involving that same value; for
example, the following law is used to find instruction sequences
that load large immediate values on RISC architectures:

((x ≫l n) ≪ n) ∨ zx(lobitsn(x)) = x

wherezx is zero-extension andlobitsn is an operator that extracts
the low n bits of its argument. There are many such laws, which
embody both machine knowledge and some of the kind of domain-
specific knowledge presented by Warren (2003).

6.3 Data movement

To save and restore mutated locations and to implement data-
movement tiles, we must find sequences of instructions that move
data between locations. We put such sequences in a directeddata-
movement graph. Each node in the graph represents a set of lo-
cations on the machine, determined using Feigenbaum’s (2001)
location-set analysis, as adapted by Dias and Ramsey (2006). This
analysis identifies locations that are interchangeable foruse in some
instructions. For example, most machines have general-purpose
registers that are interchangeable in most instructions. (Particular
registers may have special, noninterchangeable status in afew in-
structions such as multiply or divide.) For each RTL in the pool that
moves data from locationl′ to locationl, we add the edgel′ → l
to the data-movement graph. We then compute the transitive clo-
sure of the graph, so if a sequence of RTLsG moves data from
l1 to l2, we add another edge to the data-movement graph, and we
associateG with that edge. For example, to show that we can move
data between integer registers on thex86, we add an edge from
the location set$r[0..7] to itself; we represent the edge using
two metavariables (x∈$r[0..7] → x′

∈$r[0..7] ); and we associate the
edge with the RTL for the move instruction, with the metavariables
x∈$r[0..7] andx′

∈$r[0..7] as operands.

An ideal data-movement graph would be complete: able to move
a value from any location on the machine to any other locationof
the same size. Real data-movement graphs usually lack some edges
that involve special registers, such as condition-code registers.

7. Formal development
The essence of our algorithm is to find a control-flow graphG,
composed of machine instructions, such that whenG is executed,
it implements an assignment of the forml := e, which is the form
of almost every tile. When we discover a graph that implements a
new assignment, what we add to the pool is not an RTL but rather
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CREATE CANDIDATE

eLAW

1 = eLAW

2 ∈ Laws

· ⊢{e = eLAW

1 } G0 {l0 = in E[eLAW

2 ] ∧ modifies L0}
est
 θ′ ⊢{true} G′ {l′ = in e′ ∧ modifies L′}

〈Gs, Gr,Ls, θsr 〉 m observable(L′)

{true} G0 {l0 = in E[e] ∧ modifies L0}
eLAW
1 =eLAW

2−−−−−−−−→ {true} Gs; θsr (θ
′(G′)); Gr {θsr (l

′) = in θsr (e
′) ∧ modifies Ls}

Figure 2. Generating a candidate

the control-flow graphG that implements the RTL, plus a postcon-
dition that gives the source and destination of the assignment.

A graph and a postcondition suffice to express the solutions to our
problem—the implementations of the tiles we are trying to dis-
cover. But this form is not general enough to enable us to rea-
son about composition of machine instructions, which requires us
to reason about intermediate states. We therefore use Hoaretriples:

{P} G {Q}

The Hoare triple says that executing graphG in an input state satis-
fying preconditionP results in an output state satisfying postcon-
dition Q. The postcondition may refer to both states: to refer to the
contents of a locationl in the output state, we write justl; to refer to
the contents of that same location in the input state, we write in l.
We lift in to expressions using the obvious homomorphism.

Because we are interested in implementing tiles, and because a
tile must establish its postcondition regardless of machine state,
the precondition of a Hoare triple in the pool is alwaystrue .
Because each tile implements a single assignment, we also restrict
postconditions to the following canonical form:

l = in e ∧ modifies L

The postcondition describes the contents of anoutput-stateloca-
tion l in terms of the value of aninput-stateexpression. The post-
condition also says what “extra” locationsL are modified by the
graph; this set, which does not containl, accounts for unwanted as-
signments. If a location is not in the setL ∪ {l}, its value remains
unchanged. As an example, the PowerPC implementation of the
bitwise-complement tile in Section 6.1 is described by thistriple:

{true} Gcom {r1 = in ¬r2 ∧ modifies {t}}

7.1 How new candidate Hoare triples are created

Our search algorithm looks for Hoare triples that implementnew
assignments. Its fundamental operation is to use an algebraic law
eLAW
1 = eLAW

2 to rewrite the postcondition of a Hoare triple that is
already in the pool, producing a new,candidateHoare triple with a
new postcondition. We write the operation using this judgment:

{true} G {Q}
eLAW
1 =eLAW

2−−−−−−−−→ {true} G′ {Q′}.

A derivation of this judgment, which always ends in ruleCREATE

CANDIDATE from Figure 2, is constructed as follows:

1. Choose a Hoare triple{true} G0 {l0 = in e0 ∧modifies L0}.

2. Choose a subexpressione of e0 such thate0 = E[e].

3. Choose an algebraic laweLAW
1 = eLAW

2 .

4. Use the algebraic law to rewritee. Specifically, in the precon-
dition, we assume thate = eLAW

1 and use that assumption to
rewrite the postcondition:

{e = eLAW

1 } G0 {l0 = in E[eLAW

2 ] ∧ modifies L0}.

Because this new Hoare triple has a nontrivial precondition, we
can’t use it right away.

5. To use the new triple, we try to discharge the precondition
e = eLAW

1 by running an algorithm we callestablishment. Es-
tablishment tries to matche andeLAW

1 in a manner akin to uni-
fication, so one of the results is a substitutionθ′. A substitu-
tion maps operand metavariablesx∈ls to locations andx#w to
compile-time constant expressions:

θ ::= · | θ[x∈ls 7→ l] | θ[x#w 7→e]

We write· for the identity substitution; square brackets stand for
function composition. For example,θ[x∈ls 7→ l] first appliesθ,
then substitutesl for x∈ls in the result.

Unification alone cannot establish the truth of equations that
refer to the contents of machine locations. Given the triple
{e = eLAW

1 } G0 {Q}, our algorithm therefore produces not
only a substitutionθ′ but also a new graphG′ = Gest ; G0,
whereGest alters machine state in order to makee = eLAW

1 .
We write the result

θ′ ⊢{true} G′ {Q′},

and we call this form anextended Hoare triple. An extended
Hoare triple is valid whenever applyingθ′ to precondition,
graph, and postcondition produces a valid Hoare triple. We keep
the substitution separate, to the left of a turnstile, in order to
detect aliasing when a machine instruction is used. (See thefinal
premise of ruleUSE RESULTin Figure 4.)

Establishment takes an extended Hoare triple as a goal, and
when successful, it produces a new extended Hoare triple whose
precondition is trivially satisfied. We write the relation between
goal and result using the arrow

est
 :

θ ⊢{P} G {Q}
est
 θ′ ⊢{true} G′ {Q′}.

In any machine state, executing graphθ′(G′) puts the machine
into a state satisfying the postconditionθ′(Q′). The inference
rules for

est
 are given in Figure 4 and explained in Section 7.3.

6. In a candidate triple, it is not enough that substitutionθ′ and
graphG′ establish postconditionl′ = in e′ ∧ modifies L′, be-
causeL′ may include observable locations that should not be
modified, such as machine registers. If this is so, we exam-
ineL′ and find a substitutionθsr and graphsGs andGr such
that only locations in setLs, which are unobservable, are mod-
ified. We write〈Gs, Gr,Ls, θsr 〉 m observable(L′). Substitu-
tion θsr renames observable operand metavariables inL′ to un-
observable fresh temporaries. If observable locations remain,
which rarely happens, graphGs saves their contents to tem-
poraries or scratch locations inLs, andGr restores the orig-
inal values fromLs. The graphGs; θsr (θ

′(G′));Gr therefore
makes modifications to locations inL′ unobservable.

7. The candidate Hoare triple is created by using the graph
Gs; θsr (θ

′(G′));Gr computed in Step 6 and the postcondi-
tion derived by establishment in Step 5. Onlyθsr is applied to
the postcondition; by construction, no metavariables fromθ′

appear in the postcondition derived by establishment.
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INSTANTIATE MACHINE CODE
l /∈ locs(e) {true} G {l = in e ∧ modifies L} ∈ Pool

θ = θi ◦ θfresh θfresh freshens metavariables

⊢inst {true} θ(G) {θ(l) = in θ(e) ∧ modifies θ(L)}

INSTANTIATE MACHINE CODE WITH MOVE
l ∈ locs(e) {true} G {l = in e ∧ modifies L} ∈ Pool

⊢inst {true} G′ {l = in l′ ∧ modifies L′}
l /∈ locs(l′) θ = θi ◦ θfresh θfresh freshens metavariables

⊢inst {true} θ(G′; G) {θ(l) = in θ(e[l 7→ l′]) ∧ modifies θ(L ∪ L′)}

Figure 3. Instantiation of code from pool

ALL SATISFIED

θ ⊢{true} G {Q}
est
 θ ⊢{true} G {Q}

EQUAL EXPRESSIONS

θ ⊢{P} G {Q}
est
 θ′ ⊢{true} G′ {Q′}

θ ⊢{e = e ∧ P} G {Q}
est
 θ′ ⊢{true} G′ {Q′}

SYMMETRY

θ ⊢{e′ = e ∧ P} G {Q}
est
 θ′ ⊢{true} G′ {Q′}

θ ⊢{e = e′ ∧ P} G {Q}
est
 θ′ ⊢{true} G′ {Q′}

SPECIALIZE LAW
e has no law metavariables xL /∈ fv(G)

θ ⊢{P [xL 7→e]} G {Q[xL 7→e]}
est
 θ′ ⊢{true} G′ {Q′}

θ ⊢{xL = e ∧ P} G {Q}
est
 θ′ ⊢{true} G′ {Q′}

MATCH LOCATION
l ∈ ls x∈ls /∈ dom(θ) θext = θ[x∈ls 7→ l]

θext ⊢{P [x∈ls 7→ l]} G {Q[x∈ls 7→ l]}
est
 θ′ ⊢{true} G′ {Q′}

θ ⊢{x∈ls = l ∧ P} G {Q}
est
 θ′ ⊢{true} G′ {Q′}

MATCH COMPILE-TIME CONSTANT EXPRESSION
e is computable at compile time and fits inw bits x#w /∈ fv(e)
shrinks(x#w = e ∧ P ) x#w /∈ dom(θ) θext = θ[x#w 7→e]

θext ⊢{P [x#w 7→e]} G {Q[x#w 7→e]}
est
 θ′ ⊢{true} G′ {Q′}

θ ⊢{x#w = e ∧ P} G {Q}
est
 θ′ ⊢{true} G′ {Q′}

REDUCE APPLICATIONS

θ ⊢{e1 = e′1 ∧ · · · ∧ en = e′n ∧ P} G {Q}
est
 θ′ ⊢{true} G′ {Q′}

θ ⊢{⊕(e1, . . . , en) = ⊕(e′1, . . . , e
′
n) ∧ P} G {Q}

est
 θ′ ⊢{true} G′ {Q′}

PREPARE OPERATOR

⊢inst {true} Gp {l′ = in ⊕(e′1, . . . , e
′
n) ∧ modifies L}

θ ⊢{l = l′ ∧ l′ = ⊕(e′1, . . . , e
′
n) ∧

^

1≤i≤n

e′i = ei ∧ P} G {Q}
est
 θ′ ⊢{true} G′ {Q′}

θ ⊢{l = ⊕(e1, . . . , en) ∧ P} G {Q}
est
 θ′ ⊢{true} G′ {Q′}

PREPARE CONSTANT

e ande′ are computable at compile time
⊢inst {true} Gp {l′ = in e′ ∧ modifies L} θ ⊢{l = l′ ∧ l′ = e′ ∧ e′ = e ∧ P} G {Q}

est
 θ′ ⊢{true} G′ {Q′}

θ ⊢{l = e ∧ P} G {Q}
est
 θ′ ⊢{true} G′ {Q′}

USE RESULT
⊢inst {true} Gp {l = in e ∧ modifies L} l /∈ locs(e) shrinks(l = e ∧ P ) L1 = L0 ∪ L ∪ {l} \ {l0}

θ ⊢{P [l 7→e]} Gp; G {l0 = in e0[l 7→e] ∧ modifies L1}
est
 θ′ ⊢{true} G′ {Q′} θ′(L ∪ {l}) ∩ θ′(locs(e0) \ {l}) = ∅

θ ⊢{l = e ∧ P} G {l0 = in e0 ∧ modifies L0}
est
 θ′ ⊢{true} G′ {Q′}

Figure 4. Rules for establishment:θ ⊢{P} G {Q}
est
 θ′ ⊢{true} G′ {Q′}

7.2 Example of finding a new Hoare triple

We now give a full formal treatment of the bitwise-complement
example from Section 6.1. In the process we explain many of the
rules for deriving Hoare triples, as well as our algorithmicsearch
for derivations. We begin with this pool:2

{true} Gldzero {r′1 = in 0 ∧ modifies ∅}

{true} Gbitnor {r1 = in ¬(r2 ∨ r3) ∧ modifies ∅}

We choose the triple with graphGbitnor and the algebraic law
x ∨ 0 = x. From ruleCREATE CANDIDATE in Figure 2, we choose

2 We write the load-zero triple using metavariabler′
1

in order to emphasize
that when we use a triple in the pool, we freshen all its metavariables.

subexpressionr2∨r3 ase, soE[ ] is¬[ ]. We can apply the algebraic
law if we can discharge the preconditionr2 ∨ r3 = x ∨ 0, by using
the rules in Figure 4 to derive

· ⊢{r2 ∨ r3 = x ∨ 0} Gbitnor {r1 = in ¬x ∧ modifies ∅}
est
 θ′ ⊢{true} G′ {Q′}

Logically,
est
 relates a valid extended Hoare tripleθ ⊢{P} G {Q}

to a new extended Hoare tripleθ′ ⊢{true} G′ {Q′}. Algorithmi-
cally, we start with the identity substitution and a precondition P ,
and we search for a substitutionθ′ and graphG′ = Gest ; G such
that when we substitute for metavariables as specified byθ′, ex-
ecutingθ′(G′) establishes postconditionQ′, whereQ′ is derived
from Q by substitution for both metavariables and machine loca-
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REDUCE APPS

SYMMETRY

SPECIALIZE LAW

USE RESULT

INST. MACH . CODE

{true} r′1 := 0 {r′1 = in 0 ∧ modifies ∅} ∈ Pool

r3 /∈ ∅ θ = [r′1 7→ r3]

⊢inst {true} r3 := 0 {r3 = in 0 ∧ modifies ∅} r3 /∈ ∅ shrinks(r3 = 0 ∧ true) {r3} ∩ {r2} = ∅

· ⊢{r3 = 0} Gbitnor {r1 = in ¬r2 ∧ modifies ∅}
est
 · ⊢{true} r3 := 0; Gbitnor {r1 = in ¬r2 ∧ modifies {r3}}

r2 has no law metavariables x /∈ {r1, r2, r3}

· ⊢{x = r2 ∧ r3 = 0} Gbitnor {r1 = in ¬x ∧ modifies ∅}
est
 · ⊢{true} r3 := 0; Gbitnor {r1 = in ¬r2 ∧ modifies {r3}}

· ⊢{r2 = x ∧ r3 = 0} Gbitnor {r1 = in ¬x ∧ modifies ∅}
est
 · ⊢{true} r3 := 0; Gbitnor {r1 = in ¬r2 ∧ modifies {r3}}

· ⊢{r2 ∨ r3 = x ∨ 0} Gbitnor {r1 = in ¬x ∧ modifies ∅}
est
 · ⊢{true} r3 := 0; Gbitnor {r1 = in ¬r2 ∧ modifies {r3}}

Figure 5. Derivation of a graph that implementsr1 := ¬r2

tions. An invariant of the algorithm is that preconditionP is a con-
junction of equalities. The algorithm finds a sequence of graphs that
establishes the equalities; the last graph in the sequence establishes
the first equality in the conjunction. From the logical perspective,
equalitiese = e′ ande′ = e are equivalent, but in order to guar-
antee termination, our search for a derivation distinguishes them
(Section 7.3.3).

Our algorithm proceeds by structural induction on the precondi-
tion r2 ∨ r3 = x ∨ 0, eventually producing the derivation shown
in Figure 5. The first (and only) equality in the preconditionapplies
operator∨ on both sides, and the rule with this syntactic form in its
conclusion isREDUCE APPLICATIONS.3 The rule converts equality of
application to conjunction of equalities, so our new precondition is
r2 = x ∧ r3 = 0. At this point, we must applySYMMETRY to make
progress, and we get preconditionx = r2 ∧ r3 = 0. Now only one
rule applies:SPECIALIZE LAW. We substituter2 for x in the rest
of the precondition and in the postcondition, which gives usthe
new Hoare triple{r3 = 0} Gbitnor {r1 = in ¬r2 ∧ modifies ∅}
for the inductive case.SPECIALIZE LAW does not extendθ, because
θ tracks substitutions for operand metavariables only.

To establish preconditionr3 = 0, we use graphr3 := 0 from the
pool, applying ruleUSE RESULT. This rule is the only rule that adds
code from the pool to the graph in progress, and it requires a new
judgment for instantiating a graph from the pool:

⊢inst {true} G {Q}

Our example uses ruleINSTANTIATE MACHINE CODE (Figure 3): we
make metavariables fresh using a substitutionθfresh , and then to
match the postconditionQ, we may rebind the fresh metavariables
using an additional substitutionθi. In our example, the precondition
is r3 = 0 so (ignoringmodifies clauses) we want a⊢inst judgment
with postconditionr3 = in 0. The code in the pool has postcon-
dition r′1 = in 0. Metavariabler′1 must be replaced with a fresh
metavariable, but we can then chooseθi to replace that metavari-
able withr3, enabling ourselves to conclude

⊢inst {true} r3 := 0 {r3 = in 0 ∧ modifies ∅}

The remaining precondition is the empty conjunctiontrue , so we
apply ALL SATISFIED. (To avoid clutter, we omit the application
from Figure 5.)

We now complete the derivation, filling in the right-hand side of
each judgment; each rule derives the same substitution and Hoare
triple as its inductive case. We also check the final premise of USE

RESULT, here verifying (by{r3} ∩ {r2} = ∅) that the assignment
to r3 does not affect the value of¬r2. The result of the derivation

3 SYMMETRY matches any syntactic form, but it is used only to enable
progress when progress is not otherwise possible.

is the conclusion
· ⊢{r2 ∨ r3 = x ∨ 0} Gbitnor {r1 = in ¬x ∧ modifies ∅}

est
 · ⊢{true} r3 := 0; Gbitnor {r1 = in ¬r2 ∧ modifies {r3}}

Whenr3 is replaced by a temporaryt, grapht := 0; Gbitnor [r3 7→ t]
will be a candidate for addition to the pool.

7.3 Our rules for deriving Hoare triples

7.3.1 Instantiation

Our example applies ruleINSTANTIATE MACHINE CODE to use an
instruction from the pool. But an instruction with postcondition
l′ = in e′ can be used to establishl′ = e′ only if l′ /∈ locs(e′),
wherelocs(e′) are the locations mentioned ine′. But on a real ma-
chine,l′ may appear inlocs(e′); that is, an instruction may insist on
writing one of the locations it reads. (See thex86 or any other two-
address instruction set.) To exploit such instructions, weprovide a
second way of deriving the⊢inst judgment,INSTANTIATE MACHINE

CODE WITH MOVE. Given a triple from the pool that computesl := e,
wherel ∈ locs(e), this rule constructs a sequence of instructions to
replace every use ofl in e with a different locationl′.

7.3.2 Soundness

Given a set of algebraic laws and a pool of Hoare triples, our
algorithm finds new Hoare triples which are candidates for addition
to the pool. Provided the algebraic laws are sound and the pool
contains only valid Hoare triples, the rules for establishment are
sound. That is, ifθ ⊢{P} G {Q}

est
 θ′ ⊢{true} G′ {Q′}, and if

θ ⊢{P} G {Q} is valid, thenθ′ ⊢{true} G′ {Q′} is also valid.
To simplify the proof of soundness, we have carefully engineered
the rules so that onlyUSE RESULTactuallyusescode from the pool.
We prove soundness by induction on the height of derivations.

• The base case isALL SATISFIED; the rule is sound because the
right-hand side of the conclusion is valid by hypothesis.

• The most interesting rule isUSE RESULT. By design, it is the
only rule that uses machine code (Gp) to satisfy a precon-
dition. Its soundness is based on Hoare’s axiom for assign-
ment, but it may be easier to see that the new precondition
P [l 7→ e] is the weakest precondition ofl := e with respect
to P . In the inductive case, the substitutione0[l 7→ e] is
correct provided that the only location ine0 which Gp mu-
tates isl. This provision is enforced by the side condition
θ′(L ∪ {l}) ∩ θ′(locs(e0) \ {l}) = ∅, which in our example
was {r3} ∩ {r2} = ∅. We have to apply the substitutionθ′

because establishment might cause two otherwise distinct loca-
tions to alias.

• RulesEQUAL EXPRESSIONS, SYMMETRY , REDUCE APPLICATIONS,
PREPARE OPERATOR, andPREPARE CONSTANTare variations on
a theme: replace a goalP1 with a smaller or better goalP2.
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Initial pool:

A: r1 := sx(lobits16(k32)) load signedk16

B: r1 := r2 ∨ zx(lobits16(k32)) bitwise-or immediate
C: r1 := r2 ∨ (k32 ≫l 16) ≪ 16 load upper immediate

Round 1 finds load-immediate0 and or-with-0:

D: r1 := sx(lobits16(0)) {r1 := 0}
E: r1 := r2 ∨ zx(lobits16(0)) {r1 := r2 ∨ 0}

Round 2 finds register-register move and zero-extend-low-bits:

F: r1 := r2 ∨ zx(lobits16(0)) {r1 := r2}
G: t1 := sx(lobits16(0));

r1 := t1 ∨ zx(lobits16(k32)) {r1 := zx(lobits16(k32))}

Round 3 finds load-immediate of a 32-bitk:

H: t1 := sx(lobits16(0));
t2 := t1 ∨ zx(lobits16(k32))
r1 := t2 ∨ (k32 ≫l 16) ≪ 16; {r1 := k32}

Figure 6. Finding instructions by rounds on the PowerPC. Modi-
fies clauses are omitted to save space.

These rules are sound because ifθ ⊢{P1} G {Q} is valid and if
P2 impliesP1, thenθ ⊢{P2} G {Q} is valid. By induction, the
extended tripleθ′ ⊢{true} G′ {Q′} derived in the inductive
case must also be valid.

ThePREPARErules avoid using code from the pool; instead, they
set up a precondition that is designed to be discharged byUSE

RESULT. This trick simplifies the proof of soundness, at the cost
of making the proof of termination slightly more complicated.

• The metavariable rulesSPECIALIZE LAW, MATCH LOCATION, and
MATCH COMPILE-TIME CONSTANT EXPRESSIONall introduce sub-
stitutions. They are sound because if we apply a substitution to
a valid triple, the result is also a valid triple.

7.3.3 Termination of establishment

It is easy to write a terminating algorithm that searches forderiva-
tions. During the search, we say that a preconditiongets smallerif
the number of law metavariablesxL decreases, or if the expressions
on the right-hand sides get smaller, or if the number of conjuncts
decreases. (The precise condition involves counting the number of
conjuncts with right-hand sides of heightn, for eachn.) In most in-
ference rules, the inductive case obviously uses a smaller precondi-
tion. But USE RESULTandMATCH COMPILE-TIME CONSTANT require
side conditions to ensure the new precondition is smaller: in USE

RESULT, conditionshrinks(l = e ∧ P ) ensures that the new goal
P [l 7→e] is no larger thanP . A similar condition applies toMATCH

COMPILE-TIME CONSTANT. We defineshrinks(l = e ∧ P ) to hold
unlesse is an application andl appears free in the right-hand side
of an equality inP .

SYMMETRY does not reduce the goal, but we use it only to move
xL or x#w from the right-hand side of a subgoal to the left, after
which search makes progress or fails.

PREPARE OPERATORand PREPARE CONSTANTtemporarily increase
the goal, but in both rules, the second subgoal of the new goal
will be discharged byUSE RESULT. The idea is to see (via the in-
stantiation judgment⊢inst ) if code in the pool applies the operator
or computes the compile-time constant expression in the precon-
dition. If so, thePREPARE rules take the postconditionl′ = in e′

established by the code in the pool, and they try a new goal whose
precondition includes the equalityl′ = e′, knowing that this equal-
ity will be discharged byUSE RESULT.

1 Initialize Pool with Hoare triples from machine description
2 repeat until Pool stops growing
3 Build data-movement graph from current contents ofPool

4 Add new data-movement edges toPool as Hoare triples
5 foreach {true} G0 {l0 = in e0 ∧ modifies L} ∈ Pool

6 foreach subexpression and contextE[e] = e0

7 foreach law eLAW
1 = eLAW

2

8 if {true} G0 {l0 = in E[e]∧modifies L0}
eLAW
1 =eLAW

2−−−−−−−−→
9 {true} G′ {l′ = in e′ ∧ modifies L′}

10 and l′ = in e′ passes our utility test (Section 9)
11 then Pool += {true} G′ {l′ = in e′ ∧ modifies L′}

Figure 7. Pseudocode summarizing our algorithm.

7.4 Adding new Hoare triples in rounds

Above, we show how by choosing an existing Hoare triple, an
algebraic law, and a subexpression, we can search for a new Hoare
triple to add to the pool. Here, we show what we do with the triples
we find. After initializing the pool with triples derived from the
machine description, we add new triples inrounds. Hoare triples
found in one round can be used to find new Hoare triples in later
rounds, as shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6 shows the control-flow graphs of eight example triples
from the PowerPC. The three triples in the initial pool come di-
rectly from machine instructions: load 16-bit immediate, bitwise-or
immediate, and load upper immediate, labelled A, B, and C respec-
tively. In the first round, applying the lawsx(lobitsn(0)) = 0
to triple A produces an implementation of load zero (D); and ap-
plying the lawzx(lobitsn(0)) = 0 to triple B produces an im-
plementation computing the bitwise-or of a register and zero (E).
In the second round, applying the lawxL ∨ 0 = xL to triple E
produces an implementation of register-register move (F);and
applying the law0 ∨ xL = xL to triple B results in a sequence
that combines triples D and B to compute the zero-extension
of the least significant 16 bits of an immediate value (G). Nei-
ther of these laws can be applied in the first round because
we need to use triples that are produced by the first round.
The interesting round is the third round, where we apply the law
zx(lobitsn(xL)) ∨ ((xL ≫l n) ≪ n) = xL to triple C, which
results in a sequence (H) that combines triples G and C to loada
full 32-bit literal constant: it implements the load-immediate tile.

Our search for triples in rounds is implemented by the algorithm in
Figure 7. The first step (line 1) is to initialize the pool using RTLs
from the machine description. Because not all RTLs are useful
for implementing tiles, we add only those that pass a utilitytest,
which we define in Section 9. For eachusefulassignmentli := ei

of an RTL l1 := e1 | · · · | ln := en, we add the following Hoare
triple to the pool:

{true} l1 := e1 | · · · | ln := en {li = in ei ∧ modifies ∪
j 6=i

{lj}}

We then begin the first round of search.

A round is implemented by therepeat loop on line 2 of Figure 7,
which keeps searching for new candidates until no more Hoare
triples are added to the pool. Before the search begins, we use the
data-movement triples in the pool to build a new data-movement
graph, on line 3. (Because each round may discover new data-
movement triples, the graph from the previous round may be ob-
solete.) Any new edges are added to the pool (line 4).

The search itself tries all possible combinations of triples in the
pool, algebraic laws, and subexpressions (lines 5–7). For efficiency,
candidate laws are chosenafter subexpressions (line 7): when we
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know that the goal is to establishe = eLAW
1 , then ife is an applica-

tion of an operator, we need consider only laws in whicheLAW
1 is

an application of the same operator.

Having made our choices, we attempt to construct a derivation
(lines 8–9) that ends in an application of theCREATE CANDIDATE

rule from Figure 2 in Section 7.1. If we find a new triple, we canadd
it to the pool,providedit passes our utility test (line 10). The new
triple is equivalent to the assignmentl′ := e′, with additional
modifications to unobservable locations. If this assignment appears
useful, we add the new Hoare triple to the pool for use in the next
round (line 11); otherwise, we discard it.

By controlling which Hoare triples are added to the pool, ourutility
test guarantees that the number of rounds is bounded. Because the
argument about termination is not trivial, we discuss it in its own
section (Section 9).

8. Finding implementations of tiles is undecidable
Ideally there would be a decision procedure that would enable us
both to limit the number of Hoare triples added to the pool andto
guarantee that every potentially useful Hoare triple is added. Un-
fortunately, the underlying problem is undecidable: no terminat-
ing algorithm can guarantee to find implementations of all imple-
mentable tiles. The problem of finding an implementation of atile
is closely related to the more general, undecidable problemof de-
termining if two programs are equivalent.

A sequence of instructions implements a tile if, using some set
of algebraic laws, we can show that the RTL computed by the
sequence of instructions is equivalent to the RTL that represents
the tile. For convenience, we work not with algebraic laws, but with
rewrite rules; an algebraic lawe = e′ can be expressed as a pair of
rewrite rulese → e′ ande′ → e.

THEOREM 1. There is no algorithm that, given an arbitrary set of
rewrite rules and RTLsR1 andR2, can decide ifR1 →∗ R2.

Due to space restrictions, we only sketch the proof; a full proof is
given by Dias (2008, Appendix A). The proof proceeds by reduc-
tion from the halting problem; we adapted well-known proofsof
undecidability for strong normalization in term-rewriting systems
(Bezem, Klop, and de Vrijer 2003).

The reduction defines an embedding from a Turing-machine con-
figuration to an RTL, and an embedding from the Turing-machine’s
transition function to rewrite rules. We define a deterministic Tur-
ing machine as a triple〈Q, S, δ〉, whereQ is a finite set of states,
S is the finite set of symbols that may be written on the Turing
machine’s tape (including the blank symbol�), andδ is the tran-
sition functionQ × S → Q × S × {L, R}, whereL andR stand
for “left” and “right.”

The model of the Turing machine is that there is a tape of infinite
length in both directions, and at each position on the tape isa
symbol. At any given time, the Turing machine is in some stateq
at a positionp on the tape. The machine takes a step by reading the
symbols at positionp and calling the transition functionδ(q, s),
which returns the new state of the machine, the new symbol to
write at positionp, and the direction to move along the tape. The
configuration of the Turing machine is represented by the tuple
〈q, Tl, s, Tr〉, whereq is the current state,Tl is the stack of symbols
to the left,s is the current symbol, andTr is the stack of symbols
to the right.

To embed a Turing-machine configuration as an RTL, we encode
each stateq as a ternary operator and each symbols as a nullary
operator. We use the literal0 to represent an empty stack of blank

symbols, and we use the infix binary operator: as aconsoperator
to construct stacks. For example, a Turing-machine configuration in
stateq1 with symbolss1 ands2 to the left, symbols3 at the current
position, and symbols4 to the right, can be encoded using the RTL
l0 := q1(s1 : s2 : 0, s3, s4 : 0) wherel0 is defined as a location on
the machine.

The embedding of the Turing-machine transition function torewrite
rules is complicated by the fact that the embedding of Turing-
machine configuration may produce either an empty or a nonempty
stack. Consequently, each transition is embedded as a pair of
rewrite rules. For example, the embedding of a transition tothe
left δ(q, s) = (q′, s′, L) produces two rewrite rules:

q(x1 : x2, s, x3) → q′(x2, x1, s
′ : x3)

q(0, s, x) → q′(0, �, s′ : x)

We also define a distinguished halting RTL:l0 := halted(), where
halted is a unique, nullary RTL operator. The reduction is com-
pleted by adding a rewrite rule to ensure that the embedding of
any halting state in the Turing machine can be rewritten to the
distinguished halting RTL. The Turing machine halts if the tran-
sition function is not defined on a pair(q, s). For each such pair
(q, s) /∈ dom(δ), we add the rewrite rule

q(x, s, x′) → halted()

Given this embedding, our proof shows that there is a bisimulation
between the transitions of the Turing machine and the rewrite
rules produced by the embedding of the transition function.Using
the bisimulation result, we show that an algorithm that decides
RTL equivalence could be used to solve the halting problem by
embedding the starting configuration of the Turing machine in
an RTL R and using the algorithm to check ifR is equivalent
to the halting RTL. Because the halting problem is undecidable,
we conclude that there can be no algorithm that decides RTL
equivalence.

This undecidability result holds for the general problem, where we
can choose an arbitrary input instruction set, an arbitraryset of
tiles, and an arbitrary set of algebraic laws. An important question
remains open: is there alimited set of algebraic laws, expressive
enough to find implementations of all the tiles for a well-defined set
of machines, but for which the problem of finding tiles is decidable?

9. Termination and our utility test
Because the general problem is undecidable, we use a heuristic to
restrict what Hoare triples can be added to the pool. We have found
a heuristic with excellent properties:

• On real machines, we are likely to find implementations of all
the tiles.

• The pool stays small enough that the tileset generator runs in
minutes, not hours.

The discovery of this heuristic is one of the significant contributions
of this paper. Before describing it, we explain why more typical
heuristics are not suitable.

One obvious heuristic would be to limit the number of machine
instructions used in a graphG. Another would be to limit the
maximum height of any expression appearing in a postcondition.
Because these heuristics make decisions based on size alone, not
using any information about whether the RTL might help imple-
ment a tile, they are unsuitable in two ways. First, they are likely
to keep useless implementations that are the right size but will
never help implement a tile. Second, they are likely to reject use-
ful implementations: to implement some tiles, long sequences of
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1 estimateLaws ({true} G {l = in e ∧ modifies L})
2 return expEstimate(e)
3
4 expEstimate (e) : e → int
5 if e is computed by an expansion tilethen return 0
6 else return min{1 + coverWithLawFragment (e, e′)
7 | E[e′] = e2 ∈ Laws}
8
9 coverWithLawFragment (e, e′) : e × e → int

10 case (e, e′) of :
11 (⊕(e1, . . . , en), ⊕ (e′1, . . . , e

′
n)):

12 return
Pn

i=1
min(coverWithLawFragment (ei, e

′
i),

13 expEstimate(ei))
14 default: return ∞

Figure 8. Our heuristic estimates the minimum number of alge-
braic laws that might be applied before our algorithm can conclude
that the input Hoare triple is used in the implementation of atile.

instructions and tall expressions may be necessary. For exam-
ple, as Figure 6 shows, a load-immediate tile for a RISC ma-
chine typically requires multiple instructions and an expression
((k ≫l n) ≪ n) ∨ zx(lobitsn(k)) of height 4. For these rea-
sons, we abandoned traditional heuristics.

9.1 Our new heuristic: pruning according to predicted utility

We have developed a new heuristic which limits the pool to hold
only those Hoare triples deemedlikely to be useful in implementing
some expansion tile. Our utility test is inspired by the technique we
use to find new implementations: the application of algebraic laws.
We hypothesize that when more algebraic laws have to be applied
to a Hoare triple, it is less likely that the triple will be useful. After
all, general-purpose architectures are designed to implement almost
all of our RTL operators, and many of the rest can be implemented
by sequences of such simple, ubiquitous instructions as shifts, log-
ical operations, and two’s-complement arithmetic (Warren2003).
Implementing a tile may require a long sequence of instructions,
but the amount ofreasoningrequired is usually small.

Our utility test estimatesthe minimum number of algebraic laws
that might be appliedto a Hoare triple before our algorithm may
find an implementation of a tile. Given a Hoare triple that computes
an expressione, our test coverse with fragments of algebraic laws.
The more fragments required to covere, the less likelye is to pass
the utility test.

Our utility test uses fragments of laws because when the establish-
ment procedure is given a goal that includes the left-hand side of
a law, ruleREDUCE APPLICATIONSor PREPARE OPERATORmay split
that goal into subgoals, which are formed from fragments of the
original law. To be useful, therefore, a Hoare triple need only com-
pute a fragment of the left-hand side of an algebraic law. Forexam-
ple, to cover the overlined and underlined parts of the expression

r1 := r2 ∨ (k ≫l 16) ≪ 16,

which is computed by the load upper-immediate instruction on the
PowerPC, we can use the overlined and underlined fragments of
the following algebraic laws:

0 ∨ x′
L = x′

L

((xL ≫l n) ≪ n) ∨ zx(lobitsn(xL)) = xL.

The expression can therefore be covered using two algebraiclaws.

A triple passes our utility test if the expression in its postcondition
can be covered using at mostfour algebraic laws; if a triple requires

a larger covering, we discard it. Enough triples pass this test to find
complete tilesets for thex86, PowerPC, and ARM.

We implement our utility test using the algorithm in Figure 8.
FunctionestimateLaws takes a candidate triple and returns the
size of the smallest covering of the expression in the postcondition
(lines 1 and 2). We compute the size using the mutually recursive
functionsexpEstimate (lines 4–7) andcoverWithLawFragment
(lines 9–14). FunctionexpEstimate considers a potential covering
using every subexpressione′ on the left-hand side of every alge-
braic law (lines 6–7).

Function coverWithLawFragment tries to cover expressione
with another expressione′. If both expressions are applications
of the same operator, then we try to cover the subexpressionsof e.
We may be able to cover a subexpression ofe inductively, using
the corresponding subexpression ofe′ (line 12). But we may also
be able to cover a subexpression ofe with another algebraic law by
callingexpEstimate recursively (line 13). We try both options and
use whichever is cheaper.

9.2 Termination of the search for tiles

By using our utility test to discard Hoare triples that are unlikely
to lead to tiles, we bound the size of the search space. The post-
condition of every triple can be covered by at most four algebraic
laws. There are finitely many algebraic laws, so an expression that
can be covered with at most four laws has bounded height, so there
are finitely many expressions. The machine descriptions mention
finitely many locations, so there are finitely many postconditions.
For termination, it therefore suffices to ensure that a new Hoare
triple is added to the pool only if no existing Hoare triple can es-
tablish the same postcondition.

We actually do slightly better. Sometimes an expression such as
r1 + x#w can be used in any context where another expression
such asr1 + 1 can be used. In these cases, we say that the first ex-
pressionsubsumesthe second. To exploit subsumption, whenever
we have a useful candidate triple that computes an expression e,
we consider all the triples in the pool that compute the same ex-
pressione, modulo locations and constants, which may differ. We
then check whethere subsumes, or is subsumed by, any of the other
expressions. Triples whose expressions are subsumed are dropped
from the pool.

10. Evaluation
Our work is intended to make it easier to retarget compilers,and
we evaluate it accordingly:

1. We show that the components we generate are suitable for use
in a production compiler.

2. We show that retargeting a compiler using our algorithm and
declarative machine descriptions is easier than retargeting well-
known compilers.

It is a side benefit that the very same machine descriptions weuse
have also been used to help retarget other tools.

10.1 Suitability of generated components for production use

We have generated back ends for our research compiler, QuickC--,
targeting thex86, PowerPC, and ARM architectures. We have eval-
uated these back ends for suitability by examining the run times of
compiled programs and the run time of our compiler, then compar-
ing them with analogous times from production compilers. Relative
to a production compiler, Quick C-- has received very few man-
hours of development, so Quick C-- cannot be expected to compile
the same benchmark suite that a production compiler can handle,
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x86 experiments PowerPC experiments
Benchmark lcc Hand / lcc Generated / lcc gcc -O0 / lcc gcc -O1 / lcc gcc -O0 gcc -O1 / gcc -O0 Generated / gcc -O0

compress-95 43.32 s 0.84 0.80 1.01 0.69 107.07 s 0.39 0.72
go-95 25.84 s 0.98 0.88 1.01 0.61 62.03 s 0.40 0.73
vortex-95 55.84 s 1.09 1.10 1.05 0.77 144.81 s 0.54 0.73
mcf-2006 230.24 s 0.94 0.92 0.97 0.90 238.63 s 0.77 0.81
bzip2-2006 316.06 s 0.91 0.90 1.06 0.68 670.14 s 0.43 0.60

Table 9. Running times for benchmarks onx86 and PowerPC: On each architecture, we give the time in seconds for a baseline compiler,
then normalize all other times to the baseline. The Hand and Generated columns represent Quick C-- with hand-written and automatically
generatedx86 back ends. Benchmarks were compiled without debugging orprofiling information, then run on an AMD Athlon MP 2800+
with 2 GB of memory and a PowerPC 7447A clocked at 1.25 GHz with1 GB of memory.

and it cannot be expected to produce equally optimized code.Still,
our measurements provide a basis for judging whether our back
ends are suitable for production use.

Our choice of benchmarks is limited by the availability of retar-
getablefront ends. In order to avoid porting a run-time system to
Quick C--, we work only with C benchmarks. Among C com-
pilers, the only one we know of that can cleanly and easily be
connected to a new back end islcc (Fraser and Hanson 1995).
Unfortunately, becauselcc is limited to ANSI C, and because
Quick C-- does not support<stdarg.h>,4 the combination oflcc
and Quick C-- can compile only a fraction of typical benchmarks.
From the SPEC CPU95 and SPEC CPU2006 benchmark suites, we
have chosen those benchmarks that can be compiled by this combi-
nation. For each benchmark, we measured the wall-clock running
time, averaged over five runs. The CPU95 benchmarks show results
on the reference inputs, and the CPU2006 benchmarks show results
on the training inputs.

At present, Quick C-- has another significant limitation: it can-
not use software libraries to implement RTL operators that are not
supported in hardware. Although it would be possible to write al-
gebraic laws to help our algorithm find implementations of unsup-
ported operators, that approach would be impractical: it would lead
to bloated executables. The standard technique is to implement a
missing operator by making a function call into one of the soft-
ware libraries that are provided by the manufacturers of theARM.
Because Quick C-- does not yet support this technique, we have
run no benchmarks on the ARM. We have, however, verified that
our automatically generated ARM back end correctly compiles the
integer-only programs in the Quick C-- andlcc test suites.

On thex86, we compare benchmarks compiled usinglcc, a hand-
written back end for Quick C--, our automatically generated back
end, and gcc using both-O0 and-O1. On the PowerPC, nolcc
back end or hand-written C-- back end is available, so we compare
only our automatically generated back end and gcc. Table 9 shows
the running times of the benchmarks. Running times of code from
baseline compilers are in seconds; other times are given as ratios.
Ratios for our automatically generated back ends are highlighted.

Programs compiled by our automatically generated back end run
at least as fast as when compiled by the hand-written back end.
The one exception is the vortex-95 benchmark, which when com-
piled by our automatically generated back end is just 0.3% slower.
Programs compiled by our automatically generated back end are
also comparable to unoptimized code produced bylcc or by
gcc-O0. Although none of the compilers perform many optimiza-
tions, code from Quick C-- is often a bit faster, probably because
of our peephole optimizer. But when we run gcc with a suite of

4 Definition of C-style variadic functions is incompatible with proper tail
calls, which every C-- compiler is required to support.

scalar optimizations (gcc -O1), it produces code that is 2% to 30%
faster than code produced by our automatically generated back end.

Until we have implemented a substantial set of optimizations in
Quick C--, we cannot provide direct, incontrovertible evidence
that we can generate a back end for an optimizing compiler that
is competitive with gcc. But our results, together with Benitez and
Davidson’s (1994) prior work showing that standard scalar and loop
optimizations can be implemented in a compiler very similarto
Quick C--, indicate that our code expanders and recognizers could
be used in a high-quality optimizing compiler.

Compiled code should run fast, but the compiler itself should run
reasonably fast, too. We measured the time required to compile
the Quick C-- test suite using generated and hand-written tilesets
(Table 10). When using the automatically generated tileset, compile
time increases by about 10%. The extra time is spent not in thecode
expander but in the optimizer; the compiler takes longer because
the generated code expander emits worse code.

10.2 Ease of retargeting

It is easy to measure speed of compiled programs. It is harderto
evaluate whether we have developed a good approach to retarget-
ing compilers. In this paper, we evaluate only components related
to instruction selection. Machine-dependent components that solve
other important problems—register allocation, stack-frame layout,
and calling conventions—cannot be generated from declarative ma-
chine descriptions alone, even in principle; some knowledge of
software convention is required. For that reason, these components
are best retargeted using other techniques, as we have described
elsewhere (Smith, Ramsey, and Holloway 2004; Lindig and Ram-
sey 2004; Olinsky, Lindig, and Ramsey 2006).

We compare retargeting effort with two very different compilers:
gcc andlcc; Dias (2008,§8.2) presents a more thorough case
study which also includes vpo. Like Quick C--, gcc is an opti-
mizing compiler that uses a code expander and a recognizer, and
like Quick C--, gcc tries to use the full instruction set of the tar-
get machine. Although gcc is widely retargeted, it is not clear how
much design effort has been invested in making retargeting easy.
By contrast,lcc has been designed for retargeting and for compi-
lation speed, but not for optimization. It translates low-level inter-
mediate code to assembly code using bottom-up rewriting, which
is specified using a BURG mapping fromlcc’s intermediate code
to assembly-code strings (Fraser, Henry, and Proebsting 1992).

All three compilers use domain-specific languages to help create in-
struction selectors, but the languages are processed very differently.
We illustrate the descriptions by using thex86 subtract instruction
as an example. Quick C-- uses this conciseλ-RTL description:

SUB^mr^od (Eaddr, reg) is
Eaddr := sub (Eaddr, reg)

| Reg.EFLAGS := x86_subflags(Eaddr, reg)
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λ-RTL can be used for multiple purposes, but as shown in this
paper, creating an instruction selector requires substantial analysis.

The lcc compiler uses an even more concise description, which
maps a subtract node inlcc’s intermediate form to an assembly-
language template:

reg: SUBI4(reg,mrc) "?movl %0,%c\nsubl %1,%c\n" 1

In the template,%c represents the target register;%0 and%1 rep-
resent the two arguments. The two-instruction sequence simulates
lcc’s three-address node on the two-address target machine.

Thelcc BURG pattern is very concise, and processing is simple:
the compiler finds a minimum-cost covering of each intermediate
code, then instantiates the templates. But instantiation is less sim-
ple than it may appear. For example, the initial question mark sig-
nals a special case in whichlcc avoids emitting themovl instruc-
tion when%0 and%c denote the same register. And the template
language includes an “escape clause” by which a template canbe
instantiated by calling the functionemit2, which can execute arbi-
trary C code.

Gcc’s description of anx86 subtract is dramatically different from
either aλ-RTL machine description or a BURG mapping:

(define_expand "subsi3"
[(parallel
[(set (match_operand:SI 0 "nonimmediate_operand" "")

(minus:SI
(match_operand:SI 1 "nonimmediate_operand" "")
(match_operand:SI 2 "general_operand" "")))

(clobber (reg:CC FLAGS_REG))])] ""
"ix86_expand_binary_operator(MINUS,SImode,operands);
DONE;")

(define_insn "*subsi_3"
[(set (reg FLAGS_REG)

(compare (match_operand:SI 1
"nonimmediate_operand" "0,0")

(match_operand:SI 2 "general_operand" "ri,rm")))
(set (match_operand:SI 0 "nonimmediate_operand"

"=rm,r") (minus:SI (match_dup 1) (match_dup 2)))]
"ix86_match_ccmode (insn, CCmode)
&& ix86_binary_operator_ok (MINUS, SImode, operands)"
"sub{l}\t{%2, %0|%0, %2}"
[(set_attr "type" "alu") (set_attr "mode" "SI")])

The description language exists only to generate gcc’s expander,
recognizer, and parts of its optimizer; when the description is
processed, different parts are used to generate different com-
ponents, and arbitrary C code can be spliced in. For example,
define_expand anddefine_insn help generate gcc’s expander
and recognizer. And to verify that an RTL is a proper two-address
RTL, whose destination is the same as the first operand, the recog-
nizer calls C functionix86 binary operator ok.

Examining a single instruction illuminates thekind of effort re-
quired to retarget each compiler: Our work requires only compiler-
independent descriptions of instructions’ semantics, butit must
be supplemented by a compiler-compiler that generates compiler-
specific expanders and recognizers. Bothlcc and gcc use de-
scriptions organized around their respective low-level intermediate
codes, supplemented by C code that is both compiler- and target-
specific. Reflecting years of design effort,lcc’s descriptions are an
order of magnitude simpler than gcc’s.

We now turn to thedegreeof effort required to retarget each com-
piler. How many instructions does each compiler exploit, and at
the cost of what effort? We believe that number of instructions rec-
ognized predicts the code quality achievable with a back end, be-

Back end Expansion Time (s) Compile Time (s)

Generated 0.87 23.72
Hand-written 0.77 21.45

Table 10. Compile times for the Quick C-- test suite (10,718 lines
in 91 files) using generated and hand-writtenx86 back ends. Times
are averaged over five runs, with each run compiling the entire test
suite to assembly code with one invocation of the compiler. The
compiler ran on a Pentium M, 1.5 GHz with 1 GB of memory.

cause the more instructions the recognizer accepts, the more code-
improving transformations an optimizer can apply.

As expected,lcc exploits the fewest instructions: a code generator
based on BURG covers the compiler’s intermediate code, not the
target instruction set. Inlcc 4.2, the back end uses 249 BURG
patterns but only 53 instruction opcodes; the “escape hatch” is
used in 8 patterns but uses only one additional opcode. The back
end uses 549 lines of BURG description plus 463 lines of target-
dependent C code.

The compilers designed for optimization require larger descriptions
and more target-dependent code, but they exploit many more in-
structions. In the hand-written Quick C-- back end for thex86,
the tileset and recognizer require 1,286 lines of code but can gen-
erate only 233 distinct instructions. In the automaticallygenerated
Quick C-- back end, theλ-RTL and SLED descriptions require
1,948 lines, but they describe 639 distinct instructions. (And the
SLED description has been reused to create other tools, includ-
ing a binary translator, a link-time optimizer, and a dynamic code
generator, so perhaps not all of its lines should be charged only
to Quick C--.) In gcc 4.2.1, the compiler-specific “machine de-
scription” requires 18,462 lines to exploit 754 instructions and to
describe 320 expansions and 83 machine-specific peephole opti-
mizations.

Among the four back ends,lcc may have the most impressive
power-to-weight ratio, but our automatically generated instruction
selectors are competitive, and they support code-improving trans-
formations, such as peephole optimization, that BURG does not
support. And when we compare the two automatically generated
optimizing compilers, the contrast between declarative machine de-
scriptions and gcc’s “machine descriptions” cannot be overstated.
Gcc’s machine description is an order of magnitude longer than
the λ-RTL machine description, suggesting that retargeting effort
will be proportionally greater. There are also significant differences
in kind. Declarative descriptions can be tested independently (Fer-
nández and Ramsey 1997; Bailey and Davidson 2003); gcc’s de-
scriptions cannot. The declarative machine description concisely
describes a property of a machine, independent of any particular
tool, whereas gcc’s domain-specific code is verbose and requires
knowledge of gcc’s internals. More significantly, gcc’s retargeting
strategy relies on textual inclusion of arbitrary snippetsof C code,
including calls to hand-written, target-specific functions. This strat-
egy makes it unlikely that one of gcc’s machine descriptionscould
be analyzed or reused for another purpose. Finally, we believe that
the compiler writer’s task is made more difficult by gcc’s tactic of
writing critical code fragments by hand and using a macro frame-
work to include those fragments in the right parts of the generated
back end.

11. Related Work
People have been working on retargetable compilers since 1958
(e.g., Strong et al.). We discuss only the most closely related work:
back ends or optimizers generated using machine descriptions or
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search techniques. We focus on the search strategy used to find in-
structions and the pruning heuristic used to guarantee termination.

The most closely related work was conducted thirty years agoby
Cattell (1980). Cattell pioneered some ideas that we use, includ-
ing rewriting with algebraic laws and compensating for unwanted
assignments by using temporaries and scratch registers. But unlike
our search, Cattell’s search starts with the goal of implementing a
particular computation (analogous to one of our expansion tiles)
and searches for an implementation composed of machine instruc-
tions. Given a goal, Cattell’s algorithm rewrites the goal using an
algebraic law. A heuristic chooses which law to apply; the heuris-
tic looks for a law that it estimates will produce a new goal that is
somehow closer to machine instructions. Cattell prunes thesearch
by limiting both the depth of rewriting and the number of laws
which may be used to rewrite a single expression. These limits
guarantee termination, but they place a tremendous burden on the
heuristic that chooses laws: it must prioritize the algebraic laws that
are likely to lead to machine instructions. By contrast, oursearch
does not limit the depth of rewritesa priori, and it attempts to apply
every applicable law.5

Hoover and Zadeck (1996) present theTOAST machine-description
language and an algorithm for generating instruction selectors.
Their algorithm tries to recursively match a goal expression with
the expression computed by an assignment in a machine instruc-
tion. They prune the search by checking the result of each rewrite:
search continues only if the root of the resulting goal expression
matches the expression in the machine instruction. This heuristic
ensures that the search is bounded by the size of the expression
computed by the machine instruction. But this pruning heuristic
misses opportunities for one algebraic law to rewrite the results
produced by applying another algebraic law.

Ceng et al. (2005) generate most of a BURG-style instruction
selector using aLISA machine description. They have two ways
to find an implementation of their equivalent of a tile: theremay be
a machine instruction with an assignment that implements the tile;
or if not, they have a collection of rewrite rules, one of which may
implement the goal tile using other tiles. Their search doesnot
find implementations of every tile; some are implemented by hand.
Unlike many others, Ceng et al. present experimental results: code
produced by their generated back end is about 5% slower than
code produced by a hand-written back end. The instruction selector
runs after the optimizer, so when the instruction selector produces
inefficient code, the final program is also inefficient.

Remarkably, it is possible to retarget a back end without a machine
description, by extracting knowledge from an existing C compiler
(Collberg 1997). Collberg’s algorithm generates hundredsof small,
carefully crafted sample programs, compiles them, and analyzes
the resulting assembly code. Collberg defines a simple, RISC-
like intermediate code, and his algorithm uses the results of the
analyses to generate a mapping from that code to target instruc-
tions. The mapping is given to BEG (Emmelmann, Schröer, and
Landwehr 1989), which generates a back end. Although Collberg’s
techniques are largely unrelated to the other techniques discussed
here, his techniques are ingenious, the degree of automation is im-
pressive, and the work repays careful study.

A less closely related problem issuperoptimization: a search for
more efficient ways of implementing computations whose imple-
mentations on a target machine are already known (Massalin 1987;
Granlund and Kenner 1992). Massalin’s superoptimizer exhaus-
tively combines sequences of machine instructions, then executes

5 To be fair to Cattell, technology has changed dramatically,and our algo-
rithm might be unworkable on 1980 hardware.

each sequence against test inputs to see if the sequence implements
a goal computation. The superoptimizer doesn’t use a machine de-
scription; it uses the machine itself. The search is pruned by reject-
ing sequences, either because a subsequence is known to be subop-
timal or because a later instruction in the sequence does notuse the
results of any earlier instructions. This pruning does not guarantee
termination, but since the goal of a superoptimizer is to findways
of making a working back end better, a superoptimizer needn’t be
guaranteed to terminate—it can be killed at any time.

Joshi, Nelson, and Zhou (2006) present the Denali superoptimizer,
which does use a machine description. The description is declara-
tive, and it takes the form of axioms given to a refutation-based
theorem prover. Denali uses goal-directed search to find a se-
quence of machine instructions that implements a goal computa-
tion. The search is limited by amatcher, which enumerates equiv-
alence relations for each expression in the input code. (It is not
clear how Denali ensures that each equivalence class is finite; the
published examples suggest that the technique involves limiting the
set of algebraic laws.) After identifying equivalent ways to imple-
ment the goal computation, Denali uses a SAT solver to searchfor
implementations that use the fewest processor cycles. Denali finds
high-quality implementations of register-to-register computations.

12. Conclusion
In this paper, we generate an instruction selector usingdeclarative
machine descriptions, which give only the syntax and semantics of
target-machine instructions. We show that the problem is undecid-
able, so a heuristic search is indicated. We present a new search
technique and a new pruning heuristic, which rely on three key
ideas:

• We search only computations that we know can be implemented
entirely by machine instructions.

• When a sequence of instructions implements an expansion tile,
we can discover this sequence by matching the left-hand side
of an algebraic law with the expression computed by the final
instruction in the sequence.

• When we match two expressions, we try unification, but when
the expressions involve machine state, we instead search for a
sequence of machine instructions whose execution makes the
expressions equal.

Our technique finds not just implementations but also valid Hoare
triples, which could be used to generate a certified code expander
(cf Leroy 2006).

Our new search algorithm generates high-quality instruction selec-
tors for thex86, PowerPC, and ARM. And thanks to Davidson and
Fraser’s (1980) compiler design, our back ends, unlike earlier auto-
matically generated back ends, produce code that is as good as the
code produced by hand-written back ends.
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